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Theoretical optimization of triphenylamine geometry, carried out at DFT(B3LYP) level using 6-31G** and aug-cc-pVDZ basis sets, predicted a propeller-like structure of the compound with D3 overall symmetry. In this structure, the central NCCC atoms are coplanar and the phenyl rings are symmetrically twisted from this plane by 41.5 (6-31G**) or 41.6 (aug-cc-pVDZ). The experimental FTIR spectrum of triphenylamine monomers isolated in an argon matrix was measured and interpreted by comparison with theoretical spectra calculated at the DFT(B3LYP) level with 6-31G** or aug-cc-pVDZ basis sets. The good agreement between the experimental and theoretical spectra allowed a positive assignment of the observed infrared absorption bands. Conformational ﬂexibility of triphenylamine was investigated by carrying out a series of theoretical scans of the potential energy hypersurface of the system. Special attention was granted to the minimal energy pathway between the left-hand rotating and right-hand rotating symmetry identical structures of the compound. A route conserving a C2 symmetry axis was identiﬁed as implying an energy barrier of 20 kJ mol1 only, whereas the calculated barrier for the concerted twist of all the phenyl rings (the route with conservation of the C3 symmetry axis) was as high as 54 kJ mol1.



Introduction Because of their huge potential in diverse ﬁelds, triphenylamine (TPA) and several of its derivatives have drawn the attention of the photoscientists since long. These compounds have received application in organic light emitting diodes (OLED) (particularly in the blue region),1–6 as photoconductors7–9 and semiconductors,10 as laser dyes,11,12 in photodiodes13,14 and as mechanoluminescent15 or triboluminescent16 materials. The dendrimer formation from TPA-based molecular systems17,18 and their photocyclization to form carbazole derivatives19 have also been the subject of intense research. Both their geometric20–28 and electronic29 structural characteristics have been addressed by several authors. Previous experimental24–28,30 as well as theoretical20–22 studies on the structure of TPA suggest a three-bladed propeller structure for the molecule (Fig. 1) with a planar or nearly planar central NCCC moiety. In the study of high resolution laser induced ﬂuorescence (LIF) excitation spectra of TPA in a supersonic jet expansion,25 a symmetric top geometry, with at least C3 symmetry, was experimentally established for the molecule in the gas phase. The rotationally resolved experimental LIF excitation spectra could be best reproduced by a theoretical ﬁt when the CNC angle was assumed to be equal (or nearly equal) to 120 , and the angles between the plane



y Electronic supplementary information (ESI) available: Fig. S1 provides atom numbering and Table S1 optimized geometry parameters and rotational constants for the TPA molecule. Table S2 provides a list of calculated frequencies and descriptions for fully symmetrical (A1) vibrations in the TPA monomer. Figs. S2–S4 present changes in the TPA molecule geometry during potential energy scans with diﬀerent symmetry restrictions. See http://www.rsc.org/suppdata/cp/b3/b306489a/
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Fig. 1 Possible pathways for transformation of TPA from the minimum energy structure I to its mirror-like counterpart I0 .



of the central NCCC moiety and those of the phenyl rings equal to 50 . In the solid state, TPA forms crystals with four non-equivalent molecules per unit cell.27 The average (over these four molecules) value of the CNC angle was determined as equal to 119.6 , whereas the mean value of the dihedral angle between the planes of the central NCCC atoms and of a phenyl ring was found to be 44 . Based on the analysis of the low frequency fragments of the infrared and Raman spectra of TPA dissolved in CS2 , Rodionov et al.26 also proposed that the central NCCC skeleton is planar. On the other hand, TPA was found to exhibit a non-vanishing dipole moment in diluted solutions.28,31 This is consistent with a molecular geometry showing a slight non-planarity at the central nitrogen atom. Although the previously reported structural studies on TPA in general agree that the molecule should adopt the propeller shape with exact or approximate D3 symmetry, little is known about the conformational ﬂexibility of the system. In addition,
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the complete mid-infrared spectrum of TPA has never been reported and interpreted. In the current paper, the FTIR spectrum of TPA monomers isolated in a low-temperature argon matrix is reported and compared with the theoretical spectrum calculated at the DFT(B3LYP) level of theory. This comparison enabled us to carry out an extensive assignment of experimental spectrum and did also provide fundamental information for structural characterization of the studied molecule. In order to look at the conformational ﬂexibility of TPA, the vibrational studies were complemented by a detailed theoretical investigation of the potential energy hypersurface of the molecule. Two pathways for interconversion between the two mirror-like potential energy minima of the molecule were considered. It was shown that not the straightforward way with three phenyl rings rotating in the same direction, but a channel where two rings rotate in the same direction and the third in the opposite should be preferred. This result provides an interesting and non-trivial example of conformational behaviour of a complex molecule.



Experimental The sample of triphenylamine (TPA) used in the present study was purchased from Aldrich. It was puriﬁed by recrystallization followed by vacuum sublimation prior to the matrix experiments. To deposit a matrix, the compound was sublimated at 323 K from a glass mini oven placed in the vacuum chamber of the cryostat. The vapours of the compound were deposited, together with a large excess of argon N60 (Air Liquide), onto a CsI window mounted on the cold (9 K) ﬁnger of an APD Cryogenics closed-cycle helium refrigerator with a DE-202A expander. The IR spectra (0.5 cm1 resolution) were recorded in the range 4000–400 cm1 using a Mattson (Inﬁnity 60AR Series) Fourier-transform infrared spectrometer with a DTGS detector and a Ge/KBr beamsplitter. The spectrometer was blown with dry air in order to exclude inﬂuence of atmospheric moisture and CO2 .



Computational details Geometry optimizations were carried out at the DFT level with the three-parameter B3LYP functional that includes Becke’s gradient exchange correction,32 the Lee, Yang, Parr correlation functional33 and the Vosko, Wilk and Nusair34 correlation functional. The standard 6-31G** and aug-ccpVDZ basis sets were used in these calculations. The geometry optimizations were followed by frequency calculations to check the nature of the located stationary points. The calculated frequencies were used to assist the analysis of the experimental spectra. All calculations were done using the Gaussian 98 program.35 The GaussView 2.1 program (Semichem, Inc.) was used for the visualization of the calculated vibrational modes of TPA.



Results and discussion Minimum-energy structure The geometry of TPA was optimized at the DFT(B3LYP)/631G** and DFT(B3LYP)/aug-cc-pVDZ levels of theory. Full geometry optimization led to a single minimum energy structure I, with D3 symmetry, where the three phenyl groups are symmetrically equivalent (Fig. 1). In this structure, the central nitrogen and the three adjacent carbon atoms are co-planar, the planes of the three phenyl substituents being symmetrically twisted from the plane of the central NCCC moiety. Consistent with previously reported experimental data,27 the



molecule is predicted by the present calculations to have a propeller-like geometry, the phenyl substituents corresponding to the propeller blades. The minimum-energy structure of TPA, with the phenyl rings twisted with respect to the plane of the central NCCC moiety, can be rationalized in terms of the interplay between two opposing factors: (i) the energy-lowering conjugation of the p-electron systems of the phenyl groups and (ii) the energy-increasing repulsion between the protons of neighbouring phenyl rings. The conjugation of the p-electron systems of the three phenyl rings would be maximized in the totally planar conformation (with D3h symmetry). However, for such geometry, the steric repulsion between the inter-ring hydrogen atoms, placed at very short distance from each other, would be very pronounced. On the other hand, a conformation with the three phenyl groups perpendicular to the plane of the central NCCC moiety would lead to a minimal repulsion between the hydrogen atoms, but the conjugation of the p-electron systems would be lost. The minimum energy conformer I of TPA has a symmetry identical counterpart I0 , which is its mirror image (Fig. 1). The possible transition pathways from one mirror form to the other will be discussed in detail in a forthcoming section. The structural parameters, optimized for TPA in the present work, are listed in Table S1 and the atom numbering scheme adopted in this study is presented in the electronic supplementary information (ESI,y Fig. S1). As it can be seen from this Table, the geometries (bond lengths and angles) calculated using both the DFT(B3LYP)/6-31G** and DFT(B3LYP)/ aug-cc-pVDZ levels of theory are practically equal. An important geometrical parameter in the molecule of TPA is the angle between the central NCCC planar moiety and the planes of the phenyl rings. This angle can be deﬁned as CNCC torsion. From here onwards we shall call this angle ‘‘ pitch of the blade ’’. For a totally planar TPA molecule, the pitch of the blade would be equal to 0 . In the aug-cc-pVDZ optimized geometry, the pitch of the blade was found to be 41.6 (41.5 at the 6-31G** level). It is in good agreement with the available experimental data: ca. 50 for TPA in the gaseous phase25 and 44 in crystalline TPA-average value for this parameter in the non equivalent molecules of the crystal unit cell.27 Summarizing this section let us note that the theoretical calculations, performed without any restriction of symmetry, revealed that the central NCCC fragment of TPA molecule at the monomer level is planar. The molecule has overall D3 symmetry and its total dipole moment is equal to zero. The analysis of the vibrational spectrum gives further conﬁrmation that the geometry reported in Table S1 corresponds to the true minimum on the potential energy surface of TPA. Matrix isolation FTIR studies The experimental infrared spectrum of TPA was recorded for the monomers of the compound isolated in an argon matrix. This spectrum is presented in Fig. 2. The frequencies of the observed bands and their integral intensities are listed in Table 1. The experimental spectrum (Fig. 2, upper frame) is compared with the spectra calculated using density functional theory at the 6-31G** (lower frame) and aug-cc-pVDZ (middle frame) levels, obtained under the harmonic approximation, for the minimum-energy D3 symmetry structure. The general agreement between the experimental and the calculated spectra is good, suggesting a close match between the theoretically optimized geometry of TPA and the structure of the molecule in the matrix. In spite of the good agreement between the experimental and calculated spectra, as usual the theoretical frequencies are slightly overestimated, mainly due to neglect of anharmonicity. In the ﬁngerprint region (1600–400 cm1) the frequency ratio (experimental/calculated) varies from 0.992 to 0.966 Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2003, 5, 3844–3850
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Fig. 2 Comparison of the FTIR spectrum of triphenylamine isolated in an argon matrix at 9 K with the spectra calculated at DFT(B3LYP)/ 6-31G** and DFT(B3LYP)/aug-cc-pVDZ levels of theory for monomer. The theoretical spectra are scaled by 0.978 and 0.986 respectively. The choice of the scaling factors is discussed in text. Asterisks in the experimental spectrum designate bands due to traces of CO2 and H2O in the matrix.



and from 0.995 to 0.975, for the calculations with the 6-31G** and the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set respectively, the corresponding average ratios being 0.978 and 0.986. Using these scaling factors, the average deviations of the scaled theoretical frequencies from the experimentally observed ones reduce to 4.5 and 4.1 cm1, for the 6-31G** and aug-cc-pVDZ basis sets, respectively. Hence, while a priori the aug-cc-pVDZ calculations predict the frequencies closer (by 1%) to experiment than those performed with the 6-31G* basis set, the subsequent use of the above scaling factors enabled to attain a quantitatively identical prediction of the experimental spectrum with both basis sets. In practical terms, this means that the 6-31G** basis set (which requires a substantially smaller computational eﬀort) can be used instead of the more extended aug-cc-pVDZ basis to further investigate TPA without any signiﬁcant loss of quality in the theoretical predictions. The normal modes of TPA can be divided into two groups: those involving predominantly the NCCC moiety and those associated with the phenyl rings. The classiﬁcation of the normal modes of monosubstituted benzene derivatives is given in the work of Whiﬀen.36 The vibrations performed by the phenyl groups of TPA follow this classiﬁcation nicely. In a symmetric molecule with three phenyl groups, each type of vibration described by Whiﬀen must be symmetry coupled with the corresponding vibrations in the other two units. As it is described below, this fact is of importance for examination of TPA conformational ﬂexibility and dynamics. The interpretation of the infrared spectrum of TPA isolated in Ar matrix is given in Table 1. In this Table, the symbols introduced by Whiﬀen are used for description of phenyl normal modes. In a molecule with D3 symmetry, the normal vibrations can be either fully symmetric (belonging to A1 representation and inactive in infrared) or belong to the A2 or E representations, active in infrared. For the last two representations, the frequencies and intensities of the theoretically predicted IR bands are listed in Table 1. The results of calculations of fully symmetric A1 normal modes are given in Table S2 of the ESI.y 3846
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The bands due to the CH stretching vibrations are observed as a group of partially overlapping absorptions in the region 3110–3015 cm1. In the spectral range below 1700 cm1, the strongest bands, observed at 1496.6 and 1280.2 cm1, correspond to normal vibrations with signiﬁcant contributions from the CN stretching coordinates. The strongest band due to vibrations of the phenyl rings is observed at 1593.3 cm1. Intense bands at such frequency are usually observed in the IR spectra of monosubstituted benzene derivatives.37 Another band that is characteristic of compounds with phenyl groups is observed at 751.7 cm1. It corresponds to the out-of-plane (wagging) vibration of the hydrogen atoms attached to the phenyl rings. Below 800 cm1, the IR spectrum of TPA is dominated by the bands due to ring in-plane bending vibrations (bands at 623.8 and 619.3 cm1) and by those corresponding to the out-of-plane (puckering) vibrations of the phenyl rings (bands at 696.9, 694.1, 512.5, 502.4 and 408.1 cm1). Noteworthy, the bands due to the same type of local (phenyl) symmetry vibrations, which are coupled according to the A2 or E global symmetry patterns, are observed as closely separated doublets (see Fig. 2 and Table 1); in general one member of the doublet is intense and the other much weaker. The lowest frequency vibrations theoretically predicted for TPA are performed along the coordinates corresponding to the shallowest cuts through the potential energy hypersurface of the molecule. Torsions of the phenyl moieties around the CN bonds (changing the pitch of the propeller blade) correspond to coordinates with these characteristics. The calculated frequency for the totally symmetric (all in-phase; A1) torsion of the three phenyl groups is predicted to be 79.7 cm1 at the aug-cc-pVDZ level, (Table S2), while that corresponding to the degenerated (E-symmetry) phenyl torsional vibrations corresponds to the lowest predicted frequency, 35.4 cm1 (Table 1). The vibration corresponding to pyramidalization at the central nitrogen atom (A2 symmetry) was also predicted to have a very low frequency, 45.7 cm1. Such low frequencies indicate that the change in the pitch of the blade and the pyramidalization at nitrogen atom are the preferred directions of conformational ﬂexibility in the TPA molecule. Conformational ﬂexibility and conformational interconversion pathways As mentioned above, the minimum energy D3 structure I has a symmetry related identical counterpart I0 , which is its mirror image (Fig. 1). In a good approximation, the three phenyl groups of TPA can be treated as planar, rigid units. Hence, the investigation of possible transition pathways converting one form to the other can be simpliﬁed to consideration of only two types of conformationally relevant parameters: rotations of the phenyl groups around the CN bonds and pyramidalization at the central nitrogen atom. In fact, the possibility of such simpliﬁcation could be deduced from the nature of the normal modes corresponding to the lowest frequency vibrations in TPA. Conversion from the left-hand to the right-hand rotating propeller geometry (and vice-versa) is possible by twisting all phenyl groups around CN bonds in the same direction. However, this is not the only conceivable way for interconversion between the symmetrically identical minimum energy TPA structures: this conversion can also be achieved by twisting two phenyls in one direction and the third in the opposite way. The two possible pathways are presented in Fig. 1. In order to evaluate the barrier for the conversion from one TPA minimum to its symmetrically identical counterpart, a series of systematic theoretical [DFT(B3LYP)/6-31G**] potential energy scans was carried out. The reaction coordinates were chosen with symmetry of the system taken into account. The minimum-energy geometry of TPA belongs to the D3 symmetry group, which includes the C3 , C2 and C1



Table 1 Experimental and calculated frequencies (cm1) and IR intensities (in parentheses, km mol1) of the vibrations active in the IR spectrum of TPA monomer. Theoretical intensities for the doubly degenerate E symmetry modes are summarized. Theoretical frequencies calculated with the 6-31G** basis set are scaled with a factor equal to 0.978, and those calculated with the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set scaled with a factor equal to 0.986. m-merged bands; sh-shoulders. R-ring, str-stretching, bend-bending, oop-out-of-plane, tors-torsion Experimental frequency and (relative integrated intensity)a



Calculated DFT(B3LYP) 6-31G**



3107.0 3095.9 3067.0 3043.4 3016.0



m m m (131.1) m m



1612.9 1602.3 1599.6 1595.3 1593.3 1589.8



m m m m m (402.8) m



1507.3 1496.6 1488.2 1476.6 1462.7 1447.8 1344.7 1337.2



m m (428.6) m m (6.0) (2.2) m m (131.7)



1332.6 m 1280.2 (291.7) 1177.0 (16.1) 1157.1 (2.2) 1153.3 (0.4) 1081.2 m 1077.6 m (9.9) 1031.0 (14.4) 1005.9 m 1000.7 m (5.2) 997.8 m 976.5 (0.3) 961.7 (1.0) 925.4 (1.7) 898.4 (4.1) 892.7 (1.5) 835.1 m 830.9 m (1.0) 756.7m 751.7 m (103.7) 696.9 m (142.6) 694.1 m 626.3 sh 623.8 m (29.1) 619.3 m 615.1 (5.3) 512.5 (7.6) 502.4 (36.7) 408.1 (5.4)



Symmetry



Description and Whiﬀen symbol



aug-cc-pVDZ



3143.7 3141.2 3140.7 3132.9 3117.7 3117.6 3110.0



(5.8) (21.0) (18.5) (96.6) (20.9) (18.0) (12.0)



3159.4 3156.6 3155.7 3149.8 3135.1 3134.6 3127.4



(7.0) (18.5) (11.2) (66.5) (18.6) (10.0) (10.8)



E E A2 E E A2 E



CH CH CH CH CH CH CH



str str str str str str str



1613.7 1601.9 1591.6



(219.0) (31.5) (8.9)



1610.4 1600.5 1588.8



(256.2) (37.5) (8.5)



E E A2



R str (k) R str (l) R str (l)



1502.1



(328.3)



1490.9



(336.2)



E



CN str, R str (m), CH bend (b)



1467.8 1454.1



(0.1) (1.5)



1455.6 1441.2



(0.1) (1.3)



E A2



CH bend (d), R str (n) CH bend (d), R str (n)



1337.5 1331.6 1326.7 1286.5 1280.5 1178.4 1160.3 1158.7 1088.6 1085.0 1033.6



(46.4) (0.1) (67.9) (0.8) (239.6) (12.3) (0.5) (1.0) (0.9) (9.5) (11.0)



1335.7 1326.5 1325.8 1286.7 1279.4 1172.2 1152.7 1151.1 1085.6 1082.1 1031.7



(0.3) (0.7) (139.2) (0.5) (297.1) (13.8) (0.4) (0.6) (2.2) (12.8) (17.0)



E A2 E A2 E E E A2 E A2 E



CH bend (e), R str (o) CH bend (e), R str (o) CN str, CNC bend, R str (o) R str (o) CN str CH bend (a) CH bend (c) CH bend (c) CH bend (d) CH bend (d) R str (m)



992.0



(0.8)



993.0



(1.6)



E



R bend (p)



968.5 967.5 948.4 923.1 894.0 887.7



(0.2) (0.1) (1.5) (1.0) (4.8) (1.0)



971.3 975.4 959.8 927.7 893.9 886.9



(0.1) (0.1) (0.7) (0.1) (4.3) (1.4)



E A2 E E A2 E



CH oop (j) CH oop (j) CH oop (h) CNC bend, R bend (p), CHoop (i) CH oop (i) CH oop (i)



828.0 756.0 751.6 696.0 693.2



(0.2) (1.5) (76.1) (62.8) (19.8)



823.7 757.4 751.6 696.3 695.3



(0.2) (1.0) (77.6) (83.2) (48.6)



E E A2 E A2



CH oop (g) CH oop (f) CH oop (f) R tors (v), CH oop (f) R tors (v), CH oop (f)



622.4 619.6 615.2 514.4 502.7 427.9 411.7 327.0 238.3 208.8 78.2 51.6 37.8



(23.3) (0.7) (5.0) (4.8) (26.9) (1.0) (5.8) (0.1) (4.5) (0.1) (0.0006) (0.5) (4.0)



624.3 620.5 615.7 515.4 504.7 428.9 412.8 328.4 236.0 205.5 75.4 45.7 35.4



(26.4) (1.0) (4.5) (13.6) (35.9) (0.4) (6.1) (0.2) (4.7) (0.2) (0.001) (0.4) (4.1)



E A2 E A2 E A2 E E E A2 E A2 E



R bend (t), R bend (s) R bend (s) R bend (t), R bend (s) R tors (y) R tors (y) N out of CCC plane R tors (w) Ph bend (u) R tors (x) Ph bend (u), Ph oop Phenyl wagging Pyramidalization Change of blade pitch



a List of observed bands due to overtones or combination tones. Peaks of merged bands are separated with a slash, relative intensities in parentheses: 2625.9/2616.3 (4.2); 2562.0 (4.8); 2008.9/1995.3 (2.4); 1949.9/1935.4/1923.5 (13.6); 1891.6 (1.0); 1867.5/1854.2 (7.8); 1791.3 (7.8); 1726.1 (6.8); 1523.9 (5.7); 1395.2 (4.9); 1313.8 (40.0); 1293.9 (40.4); 1259.8 (3.3); 1227.2 (1.1); 1217.2 (0.3); 1210.6 (1.1); 1199.6 (0.9); 987.4 (0.1); 1624.7 (14.2)-traces of water; 663.3/662.1 m (4.1) traces of CO2 .
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Fig. 3 Relaxed PES scan in the molecule of triphenylamine with the C3 symmetry conserved at every point. Calculation at the DFT(B3LYP)/6-31G** level of theory. The C3 axis passes through the nitrogen atom and is perpendicular to the plane constituted by the three central carbon atoms (adjacent to the nitrogen). All three propeller blades (phenyl rings) are rotated in the concerted way. The horizontal dashed line with ordinate 90 degrees corresponds to the planar central NCCC fragment. In the minima the molecule belongs to the D3 point group and the NCCC moiety adopts a planar structure. In the transition state symmetry changes to C3v .



subgroups. Hence, to investigate the pathways for intramolecular rearrangements in TPA, working within these symmetry constrains appears to be the logical option. Accordingly, in the calculations described below, three, two or one CNCC dihedral angles were incrementally varied in a concerted way, whereas the remaining geometry parameters were allowed to relax within the limits of one of the above mentioned symmetry constraints. In the ﬁrst case, corresponding to the concerted rotation of all three phenyl groups in the same direction, symmetry with respect to the C3 axis was conserved throughout the whole conversion. At each of the intermediate points, a chosen value of the (C3 axis)-N–C–C dihedral anglez was ﬁxed, while all other parameters were optimized. The potential energy proﬁle for such a concerted torsion is presented in Fig. 3, while the optimized structures along the reaction pathway are shown in the ESIy as an animation (Fig. S2). In the region where the (C3 axis)-N–C–C dihedral angle deviates from the equilibrium geometry by 10 , the deviation from planarity at the central nitrogen atom does not exceed 1 (Fig. 3), but, at the top of the barrier, the central NCCC atoms are no longer coplanar (the (C3 axis)-N–C angle is no more equal to 90 ). This transition state structure (structure II in Fig. 1), which is higher in energy by 54 kJ mol1 than the energy minima, has C3v symmetry. The pyramidalization at the central nitrogen atom exhibited by this structure may be deﬁned by the angle between the C3 symmetry axis and a CN bond, which is equal to 97.6 . Correspondingly, the three CNC angles are equal to 118.3 . The last value, when compared with the tetrahedral angle (109.47 ), shows the relatively small pyramidalization exhibited by TPA in the discussed transition state geometry. Interestingly, the calculated vibrational spectrum for this transition state structure shows three vibrations with imaginary frequencies, demonstrating that it is not a ﬁrst order saddle point. Hence, there must exist another, lower energy path for the conversion of the left-hand rotating to the rightz Note that for geometries with a planar NCCC moiety, like the minimum energy structure, the (C3 axis)-N–C–C dihedral angle, corresponding here to the reaction coordinate, is complementary to 90 with respect to the ‘‘ pitch of the blade ’’ angle. However, for non-planar arrangements around the central nitrogen atom such relationship is not valid any more.
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Fig. 4 Relaxed PES scan with the C2 point group of symmetry imposed on TPA molecule. Calculation at the DFT(B3LYP)/631G** level of theory. The C2 axis passes through one of the phenyl rings (the ‘‘ central ’’ blade of the propeller), coincides with one of the C–N bonds and is bisecting the opposite C–N–C angle. The position of the C2 axis is designated with bold face font and bigger font size in the abscissa and ordinate titles. Note that the ordinate scale for energy is chosen identical to that of Fig. 3. Such a representation demonstrates that both saddle points belonging to the C2v point group are lower (or much lower) in energy than the C3v one. The points marked with stars designate the saddle points optimized with explicit C2v symmetry.



hand rotating form of TPA, which should be associated with a transition state belonging to a diﬀerent (lower than C3v) symmetry point group. As it could be anticipated, the three imaginary frequencies: 63.5i cm1 (A2 symmetry) and 21.2i cm1 (doubly degenerated; E symmetry), obtained for the C3v structure II correspond to concerted rotations of the phenyl rings around the C–N bonds. They rotate either all in phase (A2 symmetry) or in diﬀerent directions (E symmetry). These normal modes indicate the directions of shallow cuts through the potential energy surface of the system. It is also interesting to point out that the C3v structure II resulting from the C3 symmetry constrained interconversion between the symmetrically identical minima is located in the conformational space of TPA close to the geometry corresponding to the highest possible symmetry of the molecule: D3h . In this D3h geometry, the central NCCC atoms are co-planar and the phenyl rings are perpendicular to the NCCC plane. Geometry optimization with explicit D3h symmetry yields a structure that is 55 kJ mol1 higher in energy than the global energy minimum of the system. Noteworthy, this structure is only 1 kJ mol1 above the C3v structure II. The comparison of the simulated spectra of the D3h and C3v structures shows that the D3h structure has an additional imaginary frequency at 40.9i cm1, belonging to the A200 symmetry species. The vibration corresponding to this frequency is responsible for pyramidalization of the system at the central nitrogen and connects two identical mirror-like C3v structures. The small energy diﬀerence between the D3h and C3v structures demonstrates the ﬂexibility of the system with respect to the pyramidalization. The second possibility of conversion from the left-hand rotating to the right-hand rotating minimum-energy structures of TPA can be achieved by torsion of two phenyl rings in one direction and the third in the opposite way (Fig. 1, lower row). In this case, the potential energy scan has been performed under C2 minimal symmetry constraint. Along the reaction coordinate, two C–N–C–C torsional angles (determining the pitch of the blade of the two phenyl rings which rotate in the same direction) were incremented in a concerted way, while all the remaining geometric parameters of the molecule were



optimized. The optimization concerned also the C–N–C–C torsional angle determining the pitch of the blade of the third ring, whose C–N bond coincides with the C2 symmetry axis. The imposed symmetry constraint to minimal C2 symmetry requires that all points along the reaction coordinate correspond to structures with a planar NCCC moiety. The potential energy proﬁle resulting from this scan is presented in Fig. 4 (see also the animation in Fig. S3 of the ESIy). At the top of the energy barrier the molecule has C2v symmetry (two rings are perpendicular and one is co-planar with respect to the plane deﬁned by the central NCCC atoms; structure III in Fig. 1) and the energy is higher than that of the minimum energy structures by 19.8 kJ mol1, i.e., ca. three times lower than that obtained for the transition structure resulting from the minimal C3 symmetry constrained scan. In the vibrational spectrum calculated for the top-of-the-barrier structure only one imaginary frequency (35.1(i) cm1, A2 symmetry) is present. This frequency is associated with the synchronized rotation in the same direction of the two ‘‘ lateral ’’ phenyl rings around the N–C bonds, so that during the vibration the molecule retains the C2 symmetry. The presence of only one imaginary frequency shows that the structure III is a ﬁrst order saddle point, and then it is a true transition state for the interconversion between the two mirror-like minima of TPA. Let us note that the monotonous, almost linear, decrease of the pitch of the central blade (optimized parameter, squares in Fig. 4) with a concomitant increase of the pitch of the two other blades (reaction coordinate) conﬁrms that the central blade rotates along the scan in the direction opposite to the two lateral blades. Finally, a potential energy scan performed by deﬁning as reaction coordinate the pitch of the blade angle of only one phenyl ring was also undertaken (Fig. 5 and Fig. S4 of the ESIy). No symmetry restrictions were applied in this case. As the starting point for the scan (outermost left point on the plot shown in Fig. 5) the geometry of the lowest energy saddle point (C2v point group, structure III) obtained in the ‘‘ C2 scan ’’ was chosen. The optimized energies (solid line) at the points with



Fig. 5 Relaxed PES scan with no symmetry restrictions (C1 point group) imposed on the TPA molecule. Calculation at the DFT(B3LYP)/6-31G** level of theory. The pitch of only one blade is optimized. The energies (ﬁlled squares) and pyramidalities (ﬁlled circles) of the lowest C2v saddle points are shown for comparison. Pyramidality of 360 degrees corresponds to the planar NCCC fragment. Saddle points (Cs symmetry) are designated by stars: upper star: energy, lower star: pyramidality. This saddle point has one propeller blade approximately coplanar with the central NCCC fragment, and the other two are perpendicular (similar to structure III in Fig. 1). For the neighbouring saddle points the ‘‘ coplanar ’’ propeller blade is not the same. By completing 180 degrees rotation of one of the phenyl rings the system returns to the starting position. During the 180 degrees rotation two propeller blades alternate in adopting the role of the central blade.



abscissas equal to 90 and 180 , obtained without any symmetry constraint, are much lower than those obtained when minimal C2 symmetry was imposed (shown as ﬁlled squares in the ﬁgure). The increase in energy due to rotation of the phenyl ring away from its minimum energy conﬁguration is compensated by pyramidalization of the molecule (dashed line; compare the pyramidalization of the molecule when no symmetry is imposed, for abscissas equal to 90 and 180 , with that of the C2v saddle point, represented in the ﬁgure as ﬁlled circles). It is also obvious from this plot that the energy of the system is a linear function of the pyramidalization. The smooth energy increase to the threshold of ca. 19–20 kJ mol1 (the energy of the lowest C2v saddle point) was accompanied by an increase of pyramidalization at the central nitrogen atom. Then, a jump in the pyramidalization occurs (the nitrogen atom passes to the opposite side of the plane formed by the three central carbon atoms) and, concomitantly, a big decrease in the energy (ca. 15 kJ mol1) occurs. This behaviour justiﬁes the dependence of the shape of the potential energy proﬁle on the direction of the scan as well as the fact that energy is not a smooth function of the driving coordinate. The saddle point in this scan belongs to the Cs point group. In this structure, the central NCCC moiety is not planar and, interestingly, the energy (with account for the zero point vibrational energy) is equal to that of the C2v saddle point previously discussed. As in the case of the C2v saddle point, the Cs transition state structure has only one imaginary frequency (35.6(i) cm1, A00 symmetry). This frequency is related to the concerted rotation of the two lateral phenyl rings around N–C bonds in one direction while the central phenyl ring rotates in the opposite direction. The energy of the transition state corresponding to the top of the barrier separating the left-hand rotating and right-hand rotating forms of TPA obtained in the scan with no symmetry constraints is almost the same as that calculated in the scan with the conservation of the C2 axis. Also the nature of normal vibrations corresponding to the unique imaginary frequencies in these two scans is almost identical. Analysis of the optimized geometries along the symmetry unconstrained scan leads to the important conclusion that along this scan there is always one phenyl ring which rotates into the opposite direction with respect to the other two phenyl rings. Virtually, this and the C2 scans are very similar; they diﬀer only by giving the molecule the possibility (or not) of pyramidalization at the central nitrogen atom. Indeed, both scans can be schematically represented by the lower row in Fig. 1. The drastic diﬀerence between the heights of the energy barriers (54 and 20 kJ mol1) for the transformation between the two TPA minima following the two paths presented in Fig. 1 strongly suggests that the second route should be preferred. On the other hand, both the relatively high (20 kJ mol1) energy barrier for interconversion between the two equivalent by symmetry minima and the very large amplitude movement necessary for this conversion are consistent with a low probability of barrier crossing. This may justify the absence of spectral line doubling, due to existence of two identical minima, in the high resolution LIF excitation spectra of TPA in a supersonic jet expansion.25



Conclusion The experimental FTIR spectrum of TPA monomers isolated in a low temperature argon matrix is reported for the ﬁrst time. Theoretical simulations predict the equilibrium geometry of the molecule as being D3 symmetry, propeller like, with a pitch of blade angle of ca. 41.5 and a planar NCCC moiety. A good agreement between the experimental and theoretically calculated spectra allowed a positive assignment of the observed infrared bands and indicates that the theoretically Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2003, 5, 3844–3850
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optimized geometry of TPA closely matches that of the matrix isolated monomer of the compound. The detailed investigation of the possible pathways connecting the two mirror-like minima of TPA enabled the identiﬁcation of several transition states belonging to diﬀerent symmetry point groups and clearly revealed that the interconversion between the minima shall preferentially occur through a channel where two phenyl groups rotate in one direction while the third one rotates in the opposite direction. The study of the dynamics of intramolecular rearrangements in TPA revealed also a strong cross-correlation between the pitch of blade angle and pyramidalization in determining the energetically preferred structures of TPA.
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